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Bundamba State Secondary College has an enrolment of approximately 960 students. The 
strength of our college lies in the diversity of cultures represented and the inclusive nature of 
our curriculum programs. Our graduates continue to be successful in their transition from 
school to employment and further education. The curriculum offers a planned course of study 
from Years 7 - 12. The two distinct divisions are that of the Junior School (Years 7, 8 and 9) 
and Senior School (Years 10-12). Students in Year 10 complete a Senior Education and 
Training Plan that links to their subject selection for Year 11.  
 
Bundamba State Secondary College offers a broad general education to students in the mid-
dle years.  Our school aims to provide students with the opportunity to access learning  expe-
riences across the key learning areas. To reflect their growing maturity and interests, stu-
dents will be able to make some choices about the subjects that they study. 
 
Students should choose subjects that they will find interesting, enjoyable and that offer them 
some challenge.   
 
All students in Year 7, 8, and 9 will study: 
 
 English 
Mathematics 
 Science 
 Humanities and Social science (HASS) 
 Health and Physical Education 
 
Year 7/8/9 students will select ONE elective for each semester  
 
 
Elective Choices include: 
 
 Technology and Business 
        (Home Economics, Industrial Technology and Design,  
        Technology and Business) 
        and/or  
 the Arts (Visual Arts, Dance, Drama, Music, Media Studies)  
 
Each elective will be studied for ONE semester in 2018 
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ENGLISH   
            Leads to studies in Senior English and English Communication.   
 

          
 Subject description 
 English aims to develop students’ knowledge of language and                             
 literature, and to consolidate and expand their  literacy skills. 
 
 Content 
 The following topics will be studied over the duration of the four  terms    
 across each corresponding year level: 
 
 

Assessment 
A variety of assessment tasks will be used, both spoken and written. They may include: 
short stories, persuasive speeches, argumentative essays, examinations, and analytical es-
says. Students are required to complete all assessment items (drafts and finals). 
 
Expectations 
Students are expected to be responsible for their own learning and respect the rights of   
other students. They need to work co-operatively and independently and are expected to 
challenge their own prior knowledge and understandings. Students are required to supply 
their own exercise books and stationery items. Novels and other texts required will be    
available to borrow from the library.  
 
Why study this subject? 
The English curriculum aims to support students to: 
 understand how Standard Australian English works in its spoken and written forms and 
in combination with other non-linguistic forms of communication 
 learn Standard Australian English to help sustain and advance social cohesion in our 
linguistically and culturally complex country 
 respect the varieties of English and their influence on Standard Australian English 
 appreciate and enjoy language and develop a sense of its richness and its power to 
evoke feelings, form and convey ideas, persuade, entertain and argue 
 understand, interpret, reflect on and create an increasingly broad repertoire of spoken, 
written and multimodal texts across a growing range of settings 
 access a broad range of literary texts and develop an informed appreciation of literature 
 master the written and spoken language forms of schooling and knowledge 
develop English skills for lifelong enjoyment and learning. 
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ACARA 

 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 

Term 1 Australian                
Literature 

Representations of Youth 
in the Media 

Representations of Australians in 
text 

Term 2 Persuasive Text Youth in novels Immigration and multiculturalism 

Term 3 Biographies Indigenous Perspectives Exploring ethical issues through 
drama 

Term 4 Creative Writing Youth issues in TV series Examining perspectives on 
events and issues 
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Mathematics 

ACARA 

MATHEMATICS 
Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 

 
Subject Description 
Mathematics provides students with the skills to  
investigate, represent and interpret situations both at 
school and in their lives outside of school. The  
Mathematics curriculum at Bundamba focuses on 
developing increasingly sophisticated and refined 
mathematical understanding, fluency, logical  
reasoning, analytical thought and problem-solving 
skills, enabling students to be confident and creative 
users, and communicators, of mathematics.  

 
Assessment 
Assessment provides students with opportunities to demonstrate required standards 
using tests, in class and at home assignments, projects and class activities. The  
assessment criteria descriptors are Knowledge and Understanding, Thinking and 
Reasoning, and Communicating. 
 
Expectations 
The key to all learning is engagement and all students will be encouraged to engage 
in activities which allow them to think mathematically so they may gain new skills,  
enhance understanding of concepts and apply their knowledge in a range of ways. 
Students are required to bring their own materials each lesson, including notebook, 
pens, pencil, eraser, ruler and a scientific calculator. Textbooks are used to support 
the teaching and learning and may be available as a class set or borrowed individually 
depending on teacher requirements. 
 
 
Additional information 
Mathematics tutoring is offered to all students from 3pm to 4pm one day each week. 
The use of graphics calculators, computers and other classroom resources are used 
as much as possible to engage students and reinforce learning so they may achieve 
the best possible outcomes. 
 
Students will participate in the Australian Mathematics Competition, and may be  
invited to participate in the Maths Teams Challenge. The World Maths Day and the 
Commonwealth Bank Financial Literacy Competitions will be offered when available. 
 
 

  Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 

Term 1 
Number and algebra 
Measurement and geometry 

Number and algebra Number and algebra 

Term 2 
Number and algebra 
Measurement and geometry 

Number and algebra 
Measurement and geometry 

Number and algebra 
Statistics and probabil-
ity 

Term 3 
Number and algebra 
Statistics and probability 

Measurement and geometry Measurement and ge-
ometry 

Term 4 
Measurement and geometry 
Statistics and probability 

Statistics and probability Number and algebra 
Statistics and probabil-
ity 
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SCIENCE   

Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 
 
 
    Subject Description 
    Science, in the junior school, uses theoretical and practical  
    components to answer interesting and important questions  
    about our  changing world.  The Science Work Program 
    follows the Australian Curriculum. 
 
 

Content:  The following topics will be studied over the three year course: 
Assessment 

 
Methods of assessment will include examinations, research assignments,  
experimental reports and extended experimental investigations (EEI).  In an EEI, a student 
plans, designs and performs an experiment and then writes a report on the data and  
information gained from the experiment.  There will be one or two assessment tasks per 
term. 
 
Expectations 
Students should follow the school expectations in all teaching and learning areas including 
the classroom, laboratory and outdoor field study areas.  Students are expected to adhere to 
all workplace, health and safety requirements for their own personal safety and the safety of 
others.  As well as completing homework and revising of school work, students should ask 
questions and be willing to share their own observations of natural phenomena to add to the 
scientific understanding in their class. 
 
Why study this subject? 
Science provides opportunities for students to develop an understanding of important  
science concepts and of their application to everyday life.  This enables students to make 
informed decisions about local, national and global issues and to participate in science  
related careers.  Career opportunities in Science include: 
 Research scientist 
 Engineering: Mining, Chemical, Structural, Environmental, Industrial 
 Health Science: Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy, Paramedic, Geneticist, Speech Therapist,  
 Animal and Wildlife: Veterinarian, Wildlife Ranger, Marine Biologist, Zookeeper 
 Teaching: Primary and secondary 
 Law: Environmental Law 

SCIENCE  
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Course Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 

Term 1 Chemistry of Water 

Particles 

Chemistry of Common  

Substances 

Plate Tectonics 

Making Waves 

Term 2 
Classification  

Human Impact 

Energy on the Move 

Radioactivity 

Term 3 
Heavenly Bodies 

Seasons 

Cells 

Reproduction           

Energy in 

My Life   

Human Physiology 

Ecosystems 

Term 4 Exploring Motion 
Energy in 

My Life   

Cells 

Reproduction           
Chemical Reactions 

The Rock Cycle 

Mining 
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Study of  Humanities and Social Science  
          Leads to studies in senior Ancient and Modern History, Geography and Social and  
          Community Studies. 
 
 

  Subject Description 
   An awareness of the world around us comes from  
  studies in the social sciences and this is an essential  
  capability in the rapidly changing world in which we live.       
  A key component of the social sciences is learning  
  about important movements and events from the past                       
  and understanding their impact on today and the future 
 
 
Content 

The following topics will be studied over the four terms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessment 
A variety of assessment tasks will be used, usually once per term.  They may include  
research tasks, examinations, orals and essays etc.  Students are required to complete all  
assessment items. 
 
Expectations 
Students are expected to be responsible for their own learning and respect the rights of  
other students. They need to work co-operatively and independently and are expected to 
challenge their own prior knowledge and understandings. Students are required to supply 
their own exercise books and stationery items. 
 
Why study this subject? 
The Australian Curriculum states that: 
 

“Increasingly, in a world where knowledge itself is constantly growing and evolving, 
students need to develop a set of skills, behaviours and dispositions, or general  
capabilities that apply across discipline content and equip them to be lifelong  
learners able to operate with confidence in a complex, information-rich, globalised 
world.” 

 
The essence of this statement is that students need to understand the changing world in 
which they live so that they are able to develop the skills that will allow them to be functional 
members of the rapidly changing world into which they will graduate.  Many of the jobs that 
this generation of students will undertake probably don’t yet exist, and so adaptable,  
multi-skilled, lifelong learners will be the order of the day. 
 

Humanities and  
Social Science 
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 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 

Term 1 Objects of the  
Ancient Past 

The Vikings Industrial Revolution 

Term 2 Ancient China The Middle Ages Asia and the World 

Term 3 Ancient Egypt Landforms and Landscapes Biomes and Food       Security 

Term 4 Water in the World Polynesian Expansion World War 1 
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION   
Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 

 
Subject Description 
 

Health and Physical Education in middle school provides students 
with the opportunity to develop their knowledge and understanding 
and capacity to participate in conversations and activities around 
their and the communities’ Health, Personal Development, and 
Movement Skills. 
 
Content 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As-

sessment 
Students are assessed on a minimum of one practical and one written assessment per term.   
 

Theoretical assessment pieces vary in genre from term to term.  These include: 
 Drugs in Society — Exam 

 Nutrition —  Investigation Report 
 Building Positive Relationships — Multimodal Presentation 
 Movement Concepts — Procedural Exam 
 
Expectations 
 

As a compulsory subject, students are expected to be prepared to participate in both the 
physical and theoretical elements of the course.   
 

The Health and Physical Education staff have developed a philosophy which centres around 
the opinion that every student will receive no less than a ‘C’ grade for the physical  
component if they participate as many times as they can to the best of THEIR ability. 
 

The Health and Physical Education teachers are passionate about empowering students 
with a positive attitude towards physical activity and healthy lifestyle choices. 
 

Students are encouraged to follow the uniform policy when participating.   
Theory = Formal uniform 
Practical = Sports uniform 
 

Why study this subject? 
 

Health and Physical Education is recognised as a subject area which promotes a wider  
understanding of what healthy lifestyle choices are across the domains of Personal  
Development, Health and Physical Activity.   
 

The Leadership Training Centre 
 

The Leadership Training Centre is used to enhance students communication, trust and 
teamwork capabilities. The activities develop from ground based trust activities to team and 
buddy tasks in and around the room on the various challenge modules. This practical  
component is delivered alongside the theoretical studies of Building Positive Relationships. 
 

 

HPE  
 

 
ACARA 

 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 

Term 1 Approaching Adolescence Food for Life Relationships 

Term 2 Decision Making Drugs and Alcohol Sustainable Health 

Term 3 Nutrition Adolescence Relationships Social Responsibility 

Term 4 Generations Cultural Understanding Active Aussies 

Health and Physical Education 
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VISUAL ARTS  
            Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 

 
Subject Description 
Visual Art in Junior school includes providing students with the  
opportunity to develop their personal creative expression and fine arts 
skills through a variation of arts media which may include painting, 
drawing, designing, printmaking, sculpture, ceramics etc. 
Content 
The units of work in course includes both a practical art making task 
along with visual diary theory and written assessments tasks relating 
to researching artists and their artworks conceptual concerns. 

Assessment 
Visual Arts students will enjoy exploring a range of media in 7/8 such as intaglio printmaking, 
drawings, painting and mixed-media collage whilst learning about key visual language, styl-
ised art modes, artwork types and problem-solving processes. Year 9 students have the  
opportunity to develop these skills further by developing 3-D clay ‘future creature’ sculptures, 
2-D relief prints and montages whilst further developing key visual language knowledge and 
drawing skills. Making assessment in each unit is folio based and include making main prod-
ucts/artworks. Students will also produce one main written Responding assessment item each 
semester in the form of a short essay. The majority of the experiences are related to Making 
artworks and developing making folios. The criteria descriptors students are assessed on at 
various stages within the semester include ‘Making artworks’ and ‘Responding to art-
works’. 
Expectations 
Students should be committed, self-motivated, and creative with a personal work ethic to  
develop and resolve an artwork independently.  Students are required to purchase a visual 
diary, lead and colour pencils, eraser, fine line pen and USB (researching visual stimulus).  
Students are encouraged to increasingly encouraged to source visual stimulus and research 
inspiring artists and designers to inform their own visual problem-solving journeys. 
Why study this subject? 
This subject is designed to give students an opportunity for artistic expression and to explore 
the other side of how visual meanings are constructed from the idea and design perspective.  
The making of objects both 2D and 3D and understanding the importance of individual  
expression stimulates and nurtures creativity, imagination and personal value.  
Career Pathways 
Digital design such as Web design, Graphic Design, Illustrator, Games design, App Design 
Commercial Art: Media/Film Production, Packaging, Advertisements, Publishing 
Photography 
Interior and Industrial Design 
Architectural and Environment Design 
Stage / Theatre Design / Display Artist 
Craft Instructor and/or specialty craftsperson (e.g. ceramist; jewellery maker) 
Body Art, tattooist, hair design and beauty industries 
Fashion Design and Textiles 

 

QCAR 

Year Topics 

7/8 Foundation studies in Visual Art—Tonal Totems and Colourful Cultural Creations 

9 1. Man-made verses Nature     2. Future Creatures. 
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DANCE  
           Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 
 

   
Subject Description 
   Dance in the Junior school includes talking, reading, writing,     
   thinking about dance and watching dance, and above all, be 
   coming involved in dance. Students will experiment in various    
   ways of moving and different styles of Dance. There is a mix 
   of theory and practical work, both in the course content and   
   assessment. The theory work is in the area of dance apprecia-
tion. Practical  work focuses on choreographic techniques and 
basic performance qualities.  

 
Content 
 

 
Expectations 
Students do not have to be experienced dancers. Instead they should be enthusiastic,  
willing to experiment, learn and be committed to the course. It is advisable that students 
have a desire to learn about the body and its movement capabilities. It is also advisable that  
students are achieving at a sound level in English. 
 

Why study this subject? 
Dance has existed as a vital part of every known culture throughout time. It exists today in 
many forms and is performed for a variety of purposes in many different contexts. Dance 
provides an opportunity to become a part of this rich history. It gives students the chance to 
formally study Dance either for the first time or to extend their previous studies in Dance. 
The subject will allow students to explore how the body can be used as a means of expres-
sion to communicate our culture and our society. It will also help prepare students to go on 
to study Dance in Senior. 
 

Career Pathways 
 Bachelor Degrees in Arts, Dance Education Degree   
 Creative Arts / Industries , Theatre Studies  
 Certificate IV courses in Musical Theatre 
 Dancer, Choreographer  
 Dancer, Choreographer  
 Educator 
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Dance 

QCAR 

7 & 8 1. Choreographic Studies.      2. My Mini-Musical.   

 3. Dance of the People.          4. Community Dance. 

9 1. Dance as Exercise.             2. Hip-hop Dance vs African Dance. 

Year Topics 
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DRAMA 
Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 

 
            Subject Description 

Drama in the Junior school enables students to become  
competent in the skills of drama, communication, self-expression 
and teamwork through the areas of elements of dramatic form, 
elements of functional communication, other expressive forms 
and areas of special interest. There is a mixture of theory and 
practical work, both in the course structure and assessment. The 
theory work is in the area of responding to Drama. Practical work 
focuses on forming drama and basic performance qualities. 

 
Content 
 

 
 
 
 

Assessment 
There is a mixture of theory and practical work, both in the course structure and  
assessment. The theory work is in the area of analysing drama and the practical work  
focuses on creating dramatic performances.  
 
Expectations 
Students do not have to be experienced performers. Instead they should be enthusiastic, 
willing to experiment, learn and be committed to the course. It is advisable that students 
have high literacy skills due to the weighting on written and spoken tasks. It is advisable that 
students are achieving at a sound level in English. 
 
Why study this subject? 
Drama enables students to practically develop the performance and technical skills neces-
sary to be involved in a full theatrical production. These skills will be very valuable for stu-
dents who go on to study Drama in Senior or after school. In addition, students will  
experience an enormous sense of achievement by rehearsing and performing a play. Live 
theatre has a powerful effect upon an audience and students never forget the performance 
that other students prepare for them. 
 
Career Pathways 
 Bachelor Degrees in Arts  
 Actor 
 Creative Arts  
 Theatre Studies  
 Certificate IV courses in Musical Theatre  
 Educator 
 Arts Administrator 
 Director  
 TV host  
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DRAMA 

 

QCAR 

7 Skills of Drama & Improvisation. 

8 Elements of Drama & Acting skills 

9 1.  Elements & Scripted Realism.     2.  Movement and Comedy 

Year Topics 
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MUSIC  
          Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 

 
 
   Subject Description 
   The Junior Music courses enable students to become skilled in         
   listening to, reading, playing, singing and composing music.     
   Classroom music is an entirely separate course to instrumental  
   lessons at school and much more comprehensive since it covers  
   all aspects of music, not just practical instrumental instruction.  
 
 
Content 

 

Assessment 
There is a mixture of theory and practical work, both in the course structure and  
assessment. The theory work is in the area of analysing music and composing. Practical 
work focuses on performing music.  
 
 
Expectations 
It is advisable that students have a music background, an ability to play a musical  
instrument or a special interest in singing. It is beneficial to have access to a musical  
instrument at home. It is advisable that students are achieving at a sound level in English. 
 
Why study this subject? 
This is a great subject to take if you are thinking about taking studying Music in Senior. It 
gives you the opportunity to extend your performance skills, trying your hand at group and 
solo performance. It will also give you a taste of other outcome areas, especially listening 
analysis and musicianship.  
 
Career Pathways 
 Bachelor Degrees in Arts  
 Music  
 Creative Arts T 
 Theatre Studies Certificate IV courses in Musical Theatre 
 Musician 
 Educator  
 Arts Administrator 
 Composer / Conductor  
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7 Keyboard Skills. 

8 Instrumental Music. 

9 Musicianship Development. 

Year Topics 
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MEDIA STUDIES  
        Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 
  
                                      Subject Description   

Media Arts is a subject that allows students to experience  
aspects of the film, television, radio and video-gaming industries. Media 
Arts is a subject that allows students to engage experiment and  
analyse all aspects of screen media. The subject helps develop each  
individual’s understanding of the ways in which media industries  
construct, produce and respond to media texts from a variety of sources 
and, in doing so, enhances each participant’s capacity to think, create 
and question the worlds we see on screen. 
 

Content 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expectations 
Students should be enthusiastic, willing to experiment, learn and be committed to the course. It is 
advisable that students have high literacy skills due to the weighting on written tasks. It is  
advisable that students are achieving at a sound level in English. 
 
Why study this subject? 

 to refine their understandings of the way media texts are constructed. 

 to identify and manipulate a variety of media genres such as film, radio, television,  
           advertising and video games.  

 to work practically to create a variety media texts (movie trailers, radio segments, television 
programs) 

 To understand that all media texts carry value, construct reality and are designed to  
          manipulate their target audience through subtext, perspective and consumer purpose.  

 to work to develop peer relations and time management skills.  
 

Career Pathways: 
 Bachelor Degrees in Arts, Theatre Studies, Journalism  
 Actor, Director 
 Creative Arts, Graphic Designer  
 Educator 
 Publisher, Publicity Officer  
 Arts Administrator  
 TV Host, Radio Announcer, scriptwriter 
 Publisher,  
 Publicity Officer  
 Graphic Designer   

    
 

7 1. Basics of Film Making.    2. Animation. 

8 1. Biographies.    2.  Advertising. 

9 1. Special Effects.     2. Music Videos. 

Year Topics 
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HOME ECONOMICS   
Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 

 
Subject Description 
Home Economics in middle school provides the students with the 
opportunity to develop skills and knowledge essential to their  
well-being as individuals now, and in the future, through practical 
cooking and sewing and a range of related theoretical studies. 
 
Content 
There are 2 units of work in one semester which include both a 
practical textiles and cookery, theory studies, research, investigat-

ing, designing, evaluation of their work and reflection on their learning. 
 
 Assessment 
Students are assessed on: 

 products of their practical cooking and sewing 
 research task/written assessment 
 practical cookery exam 
 theory test. 
 written evaluations and reflections. 

 
 
Expectations 
Students should be committed, self-motivated to work on individual tasks and, at other 
times, willing to work co-operatively in groups.  Students’ behaviour must be of the highest 
standard at all times to ensure their personal safety and the safety of the whole class, 
especially  in practical classes where the risks are higher. Students do not have to provide 
practical materials and ingredients but need to be properly equipped with their notebook 
and stationery requirements, although  personal preferences can be expressed with extra 
practical materials, provided from home, at certain junctures. 
 
Why study this subject? 
This subject is designed to give students an opportunity to work with their hands to produce 
both food and textile articles. The practical skills and the knowledge gained are relevant to 
students for the rest of their lives and contribute to a higher living standard for themselves 
and those around them. Creating with food and textiles also stimulates creativity and  
imagination.  Middle school Home Economics supports further study in senior school and 
the career opportunities related to the Home Economics and to the Hospitality industry 
which cover a wide range of specialised work including: 
Home Economist     Event Planning 
 Food Technologist     Fashion and Textile    

Environmental Health    Food and Beverage 

Dietician      Early childhood educator 
Chef       Group Leader 
Manager      And so much more!   
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ITD 
           Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 
  

 Subject Description 
 ITD in the middle school aims to develop each   
 student’s skill in four areas of study: furnishing, 
 Engineering, graphics and Design.  Students will be 
exposed to  the number learning environments and ma-
terials when completing  practical exercises and related 
theory and drawing. 
 
 
 
 
Content 

Years 7/8 — 6 month (1 Semester)  course introducing students to workshop operational 
tasks, safety and design fundamentals. 
  
Year 9 —6 Month (1 Semester) course focused on students  developing hand skills to pro-
duce high quality projects out of wood, metal and plastic materials. One unit focused on ex-
tending students knowledge and understanding of design processes learnt in year 7/8. 
 
Expectations 
Students should be committed, self-motivated, and be prepared to work in a variety of  
situations.  Safety is a very important aspect of ITD.  Students must follow teacher instruc-
tions in the correct use of tools and equipment and wear correct school uniform to partici-
pate in the workshops.  
 
Why study this subject? 
This subject is designed to give students an opportunity learn basic hand skills and use  
simple hand and power tools.  Projects will be constructed using a variety of materials which 
will give students a wider base of knowledge in the use and properties of these materials.  
They include solid timber, man-made timber products, sheet metal, solid metals and  
plastics.  Graphics will be completed on worksheets and the use of a computer aided  
drawing program.  Middle School ITD  supports further study in Senior school  
subjects and the Career opportunities related to the Industrial Technology industry which 
cover a wide range of specialised work including: 
 Carpenter 
 Boiler Maker 
 Electrician 
 Draftsperson 
 Architect 
 Architectural and Environment Design 
 Plumber 
 Shop Fitter 
 Cabinetmaker 

 
 

 
Industrial Technology & Design (ITD) 
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TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS 
           Leads to study in both Senior Authority Registered and Non Registered Subjects 
  

 
Subject Description 
Technology and Business in the middle school aims to de-
velop students skills in the following areas: ICTs, critical 
thinking, problem solving, research, investigation and ex-
tended writing and budgeting skills.  Students will be ex-
posed to these skills when completing relevant and practi-
cal exercises in a number of different Business topics.  
 
 
 
Content 

Students will study the following topic areas: 
 
 Economics/Personal Finance 
 Youth and the Law 
 Business and the Global Economy 
 ICTs 
 
 

Assessment 
Students will complete a variety of practical and theory assessment tasks 

Expectations 
Students are expected to be responsible for their own learning and respect the rights of other 
students. They need to work co-operatively and independently and are expected to challenge 
their own prior knowledge and understandings.  
 
Why study this subject? 
Studying Technology and Business will give students an opportunity to learn skills in a num-
ber of key areas including personal finance and ICTs.  Being able to manage personal fi-
nance is an important skill in life as is being able to utilise ICTs in both personal and busi-
ness scenarios to generate creative solutions as well as being productive.  Students will also 
gain a wider base of knowledge in legal issues that impact them and hence give them an un-
derstanding of their rights and responsibilities in society as they move towards the Senior 
School and post-schooling.  Students will study how individuals and businesses interact in 
the global economy and this will allow them to develop a higher level of understanding of 
their place in the business world and how businesses interact with each other.  Skills learnt in 
this subject can lead to careers and study in the wide ranging fields of Business, Accounting, 
Law and Technology. 
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Using OneSchool to select your subjects 
 

Part 1 Logging on to “My Education Plan” 
 Logon to your computer and the BSSC one portal student page  will appear 
 Go to the top right hand side and find the link that says “sign in” and this will  
         connect you to “OneSchool” 
 Use your school user name  and password 
 If you have not logged on before you will need to “accept” the agreement AND  
         accept the location 
 Find “my education plan” – at the top on the left hand side 
 4 tabs will come up – Intended Learning, Personal,  Careers and Courses and  
         Subject selection  
 Complete the Intended Learning  section by answering each of the questions 
 

Part 2 Completing the section “Personal” 
 Click on the “Personal” section and complete the sections goals, areas to improve, strengths 
 Then go “Learning Snapshot” 
 Click each subject individually 
 You will be shown your Semester 1 results for Achievement, Behaviour and Effort 
 Follow the prompts and describe how you achieved those results AND what your strategies are 

to improve your results for this semester. 
 

Part 3  Explore the section “Careers and Courses” 
 Follow the prompts and answer each question 
 Then click on Subject Selection 
 

Part 4  Completing the section “Subject Selection” 
 Click on “click here” to choose the new model (for 2018) 
 Press “save” 
 Select “edit” 
 Follow the prompts to choose your subjects.  Read the information at the top of the  
         section and follow the directions.  
 Finally follow the prompts to select your reserves.  These must be different to the subjects you 

have already chosen. 
Ensure that you click “save” BEFORE you exit the screen.  

 
 

Part 5. Discuss your choices with your parents.  You can access 
one school from the school website.   
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